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NOTES FROM THE SECRETARY

The Guild Committee met on 10th September, 1986. Matters discussed
included:

. Awards to Apprentices. lt was decided to offer a yearrs honorary
membership of the Guild and an unbound copy of the Guildrs
publication,'Building Puruliar by W. Hardy Wilson, to the two
students who achieved the best results in hand binding in 1986 at the
Sydney Technical College.

. The possibility of conducting beginnersr classes in 1987.

. The proposal to organise a series of visits in 1987 to book related
establishments and also to hold some outings of a socia! nature.

. Relocation of the Guildrs Exhibition in November at the Fisher Library
from the Rare Book Section to the Main Foyer.

. A proposal to circulate a pamphlet on the Guildrs activities among the
Sydney Technical College binding students.

*******

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Wednesday, 25 November, 5 P.n- - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Commencing at six in the Conference Room, Rare Book Section of the
Fisher Library, Sydney University, for a social glass of wine, or orange
juice, and cheese. The Annual General Meeting will be conducted.

U nder the Guildts Constitution, all Committee positions will become
vacant at the time of the meeting and an election is required to fill them.
A form for the Nomination of Committee is included in this issue of
uMorocco Boundr.

Many of the present Committee members have given several years of
service to the Guild, and some of them have indicated that they will not be

seeking re-etection. lt is now an opportune time to introduce some rnew

btoodtto the Committee. As well as the statutory positions of President,
Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, there are other important posts.
These inctude an editorial sub-committee to produce four issues of rMorocco

Boundr each year, an organiser for our Mayrs End, Workshop lectures and
demonstrations co-ordinator, librarian. a workshop committee, an activities
organiser and a caterer.

The Guild is in the fortunate position of having its own well-
equipped workshop and it is most important that the Committee be maintained
at f.jtt strength so that the workshop and other services provided for
members retain their viabilitY.

-47-
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The Committee usually meets at six weekly intervals. tf you feel thatyou would like to contribute to its efforts as well as meeting some verynice people, it is suggested that you submit your name for nomination.
You will not regret it!

Wednesday, 17 December, I[ p.m. - CHRISTMAS BREAK-UP

T his
Following
party w ill

The
February,

will be the last evening for 1986 that the workshop wiil be open.the successful function last year, another christmas break-up
be held again this year. Come any time after 4.

workshop will be closed all January and will re-open wednesday, 4
1987.

9th August 1986

*******

PAST EVENTS

GOLD TOOLING - Daphne Lera

Another of Daphners popular workshops was held at her Bindery in
Market Street where an enthusiastic group of mernbers settted down to learn
the secrets of gold tooling. Daphne had prepared some dummy backs with
false raised bands for her demonstrations and proceeded to prove to all
those present just how easy it is to use gotd leaf for putting in centre
tools and lines across the back on either side of the raised bands. lf
only it were so, was the general feeling among those students who tried
their hand! Despite having to watch Daphne make it all look so easy, an
instructive and extremely pleasant afternoon was enjoyed by all. The Guild
is hoping that Daphne wil! have time to give us some more of the same for
our 1987 Calendar.

lTth September 1986 GENERAL MEETING - Fisher Library, University of
Sydney

An improvement was noted in the number attending the Guildrs September
meeting - the weather must be getting warmer! After a satisfying snack and
gossip, it was down to business with a reminder from the President of the
Guildrs exhibition and possible entries for the Royal Easter Show. We were
also given news of a visit from Monique Delamotte from Paris who spent an
afternoon at our workshop while on a recent visit to Sydney.

At the conclusion of the general business, our friend and mentor,
Keith Turnell, rose to his feet and proceeded to thoroughly entertain us
with one of his famous monologues. I have some copious notes on his
subject - rBread and Butter Bindingsr in which he discussed the challenges
associated with binding text books, the decisions which have to be made
regarding choice of materials, trimming, shape and size of label, etc.
all quickly dealt with in print, but with Keithrs knowledge and devotion to
his subject, each step led to a side alley of reminiscence and the sublect
expanded and expanded till we came back to where we started! lwill not
elaborate further as Keith, himself, has summed it all up in his excellent
article which you will find if you read further. I trust you will enjoy it
as much as I always do!

i
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25th October 1986 PLOUGHING AND EDGE COLOURING - Heather McPherson

Heatherrs well-attended participating workshop was held at her
workshop at 449 Pitt Street. lt commenced with a discussion on plough
blades and the need for sharpness, followed by a demonstration of
sharpening with oil stone and strop. Then, down to business! Armed with
our old, and presumably, dispensable paper backs - we first admired
Heatherrs expertise in using the plough, then paired off to try our hand.

Our successful efforts were then clamped in presses and the edges
sanded finely, ready to accept the colour. The gouache was mixed to the
correct consistency - one of Heatherrs secrets - and applied to the
prepared edge and allowed to dry. When the paint was dry the edge was
lightly rubbed with beeswax, using the flesh side of a piece of leather as
an applicator. lt was then burnished to a high gloss with an agate
burnisher. Altogether a thoroughly satisfactory result and a fascinating
afternoon. Herers hoping we can try it again early in the new year.

3rd November 1986 EXHIBITION OF MEMBERS' WORK

Our exhibition this year at Fisher Library, University of Sydney, was
set up by our hard-working Workshop Committee in the Main Foyer of the
Library, the Rare Book Section having been unfortunately double-booked!
However, we feel this will result in a larger audience and may even inspire
some passersby to join our ranks. Do try to see it - some of the bindings
are truly inspired! lt will remain there till 17th December, so donrt
hurry past when you are on your way to the Annual General Meeting on 26th
November.

*******

A tidy work situation usually reftects in the binding!

*******

There are no rmagic wordsr
have

bookbinding - even the best of us
compromise!

in
to

*******

The small things matter in bookbinding.

*******

'Slow and deliberater pays dividends in bookbinding!

*******
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LIBRARY NOTES

The following publications have been added to the Guild Library:

JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTERS

Designer Bookbinders
De Boekbinder
Association des Relieurs du Quebec
Victorian Bookbinders Guild
Craft NSW
Queensland Bookbinders Guild

ARTICLES OF SPECIAL INTEREST

De Boekbinder - July 1986
A comment (in Flemish) on Keith Turnells article,rThe Colonial Sewing Framer.

Victorian Bookbinders Guild - August 1986
Michaels Musings - some interesting philosophy from Michael
L ester .

Craft NSW - September 6 October 1986
U sef ul guide to coming exhibitions, workshops and classes
available.

Queensland Bookbinders Guild - August 1986
Account of the Members Forum at which members spoke of or
demonstrated equipment and tools they had made for their own
workshops.
Article on Preliminary Pages in a book - June McNicol from srThe

Making of Booksr by Sean Jennet.

Victorian Bookbinders Guild - September 1986
Comments on Karel Bartacekrs r electric pentr - a practical
solution to the problem of no blocker or other means of titling.
Domesday Rebound - Part 3
News of Sun Evrardrs recent Australian visit

*******

lf you are not sure of a size, make it a little larger!

*******

ln bookbinding, you can never put back what you cut off -
measure twice and check it again!

September 1986
Juty 1986

August I986
August 6 Septernber 1986

September 6 October 1986
August 1986

*******
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PUBLICATIONS

REFERENCES ON RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION OF BOOKS

The following list of publications is selected from that provided by
the Research Service, State Library of New South Wales. Enquiries should
be directed to the General Reference Library.

Author, Title, etc. Call Number

BRITISH MUSEUM
First Aid Action for Flood Damaged Books.
London: British Museum, 1968

BRUCE, James
Notes on Paper Conservation.
Brisbane: State Library of Queensland, 1978

COCKERELL, S.M.
The Repairing of Books.
London: Sheppard Press, 1958

GREENF IELD, Jane
Books - Their Care and Repair.
New York: Wilson, 1983

HARDINC, Alison
Renovating Books.
Devon: David and Charles Ltd., 1980

HARRISON, Alice W.
The Conservation of Library Materials.
London: Vine Press, 1981

MIDDLETON, B.C.
The Restoration of Leather Bindings.
Chicago: American Library Association,
Library Technology Programme - Pubs. No. l8

MU lR, David
Binding and Repairing Books by Hand.
New York: Arco, 1978

SsMSupplyCompany
The Practical Book Repair Guide.
Brisbane: S 6 M, 1967

SHEP, Robert L.
Cleaning and Repairing Books - A Practical

Home Manual.
Washington: R.L. Shep, 1980

WARDLE, D.B .
Document Repair.
London: Society of Archiv ists, 1971

EQ02s.7lBri

EQ025 .7lBru

EO2s. 7 I Coc

N Q02s .7 I 16

N686. 3/ 7

EQ02s.84/8

EQ02s.7lM:]d
EQ02s.84/ r 1

686.3021 2

E686.302/Mui

EQ02s.7/S hi

E02s.7 122

Ref4025 .71 12
E025. t lwar
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Additional references may be obtained from the Stack Service Desk,
General Reference Library:

Book 6 Document Restoration 26.5.72 78 Refs

Books - Deterioration 2.7.82 28 Refs

Foxing on Paper 6 Postage Stamps 13.10.76 6 Refs

Foxing on Paper E Stamps - Update 5.5.82 14 Refs

*******

A nice binding always deserves a protective box.

*******

You donrt need an expert to tell you what is wrong . .. .
you have eyes too!

*******

An old book that has been repaired does not need new edges.

*******

A book cover is meant to protect the valuable text.

*******

lf in doubt, do not do! Check with other people - you may
also encourage a worthwhile friendshipl

*******

Material can be made to work for you -
provided you know a little about its properties.

*******
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OF NOTE

BOOKB INDING AND PAPER MARBLING

W. Thomas Taylor is reprinting the first two manuals printed in
England on bookbinding and paper marbling. The author of the bookbinding
manual, which was printed in oswestry, is unknown. The author of the
marbling book, which first appeared in 1813, is identified in later
editions as Hugh Sinclair. The book collector, St John Hornby, owned a
copy of each book bound together. lt was later owned by J.R. Abbey and is
now in the University of Texas where Mr Taylor has been abte to consult it.His reprint has an introduction by Bernard Middleton and wilt be available
shortly, bound in cloth, quarter leather or in sheets, at about $us65.

For details write to W. Thomas Taylor,
708 Colorado,
Austin, Texas 79701, USA

From Designer Bookbinderst Newsletter

FOR MEMBERS TRAVELLING OVERSEAS

Museum of Bookbinding, Bath, England

Designer Bookbinders pub meetings are held on the first Monday of every
month at Peterrs Bar, The Royal Oak, Cnr. Southampton Row and Cosmo Place,
London, WC'1, commencing about 7 p.m.

CRAFT SHOWS

First Annual Australian Craft Show 26th - 30th November 1986
RAS Showground, Sydney
Ford and Mazda Buildings - Admission $3
An ideal opportunity for Christmas shopping!

Australian Craft Expo 187

in Sydney... 4 June - 8 June at Centrepoint

CANADIAN GUILD - New Address

Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild
PO Box 1142, Station F
TORONTO, CANADA, M4Y 2TB

CATALOGUES

S 6 M Supply Co. - latest materials and price list received

*******

Endpapers should always be parallel, and level with,
the book spine.

*******
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ARCHIVAL QUALITY MATERIALS

Conservation, restoration and archival preservation materiats are
available from the following firms, subject to their conditions of sate:

S6MSupplyCompany
350 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000
(with offices in Qld., Vic. and A.C.T.)

Conservation Resources lnternational (Aust.)
P.O. Box 729, Fortitude Valley, Qld. 4006

Edwards Dunlop and B.J. Ball
P.O. Box 195, Strawberry Hills, N.S.W . 2012
(with warehouses in Qld., Vic., S.A., W.A. and A.C.T.)

Tamarisque Fine Art Pty Ltd
27 Albion Street, Surry Hills, N.S.W. 2010

Materials include archival boards, bristols, wove papers, barrier
papers, blotters, nylon gossamers, tissues, polyester films and envelopes,
storage boxes, reversible adhesives, photographic storage materials, etc.
Materials are acid-free or are buffered with pH values of 7.0 to 8.5.

LEATHER PRESERVATIVES

Some new leather preservatives/restorers are now available which are
an improvement on the British Museum formuta leather dressing:

RENAISSANCE LEATHER REVIVER

- which cleans, relaxes and revitalises neglected leathers leaving
the surface soft and touch dry. Contains no waxes.

Obtainable from S a M Supply Co. and Leather House Grossman, Sydney.

Price approx. t pint $33.15

FREDELKA FORMULA LEATHER PRESERVATIVE/RESTORER

- this product is claimed to have been thoroughly tested and proven
to give outstanding results. Rejuvenates, restores, preserves and replaces
original oils to prevent embrittlement. An effective cleaner compounded of
animal and non-drying oils which penetrate deeply into the leather to
produce a scuff-resistant surface with rich patina. Contains defensive
buffers against external pollutants, is chemically neutral and does not
contain flammable or volatile components. Will not leave books sticky or
oily.

Obtainable from S E M SuPPIY Co.

Price approx. 7 gm $ 9.75
28 gm $23.45
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FROM THE RETIRED ONE

1. "BREAD AND BUTTER BINDINCSI

The talk I gave at the Guild's September Meeting has provided the
ammunition for this issue of rMorocco Boundrr. The members who attended and
have heard my spruiking and watched my arm waving before, knew what to
expect, but the new people must have wondered what it was all aboutl
Although speaking is easier for me than writing, I always seem to pay a
penalty for my efforts. How I envy those organised people who lecture
precisely on their subject and in a manner which covers their topic
satisfactorily. I suffer the pangs of inadequacy. I arrive home and think
about all the things I should have said and how the explanations could have
been better expressed. I feel sure some of you are thinking why I donrt do
something about it. Well, it would be the same as my wife saying ,,why
donrt you remember where you put your glassesr,! t appear to have that
personality which needs to be fed with punishment to make me think more
about a subject. Compassion is aroused on my wifets part as she always
helps me look for my glasses!

I am firmly convinced that the business of teaching people to bind is
a complex operation. lf all the people who wanted to learn bookbinding
were cast from the same mould, it would be easier to cope with. People are
like the books they want to bind - they come in all shapes and sizes, clad
in all types of material in all sorts of condition!

At the September meeting of the Cuild, a number of things were
discussed. The Victorian Guild will be interested to know I made a model
of the binding illustrated in the April issue of their magazine.

I also brought along with me one of my very few bindings - lvor
Robinsonrs INTRODUCING BOOKBINDING (our hard-working President managed to
obtain some unbound copies). A bread and butter production, nothing
creative, weird or wonderf ul, and it prov ided an opportunity to discuss
some of the bindingrs f eatures. B y the time you read this issue of
rrMorocco Boundr, Ann Nicholzev will have used her beautiful calligraphy
talents on lvor Robinsonts front cover. I also brought along some of the
popular binding text books from which some techniques of binding were
looked at.

As an apprentice, lfollowed the standard tradition of being placed
with a tradesman and trained in a manner which suited the establishment by
way of production and quality of product. I was grateful to many of the
old tradesmen who accepted the challenge I presented. They were highly
skilled people with a sense of pride in what they produced and in their
reputations as bookbinders. The cuffs, collars, waistcoats and snowy white
aprons could still be seen at the benches and amongst the clean chaos of a

busy bindery. I failed to realise at the time that I had just scraped in
on the tail end of an era. The old traditional methods were still being
practised combined with the introduction of umodernr refinements needed to
keep pace with the demands for book production, as well as the introduction
of case binding. There were stacks of marbled book edges to be seen and
the shouts could be heard from the finishing bench if you walked past the
finisher and his gold pad too quickly.

After World War 2 came the changes to book binding. Although not
overnight, these changes still arrived too quickly, which resulted in the
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inevitable deterioration of those tremendous hand skills. Updated
mechanical equipment began to arrive and, later, the fully automatic casebinding production line. I am glad to comment that we are now well atongthe revival of hgnd binding through the efforts of the Craft movement andof the many Guilds.

The common approach to my trade training was similar to mostindustrial training at the time - as the oboy, you did as you were told.The minor parts of an operation became your domain when working with atradesman. You glued out the cloth for a case. placed on the coverboards
and handed it over to be completed - you stacked and glued the book spinesand handed them over to be rounded and jointed. To a degree, it was like a
monkey being trained to do tricks with an occasional reward of a banana.lf you worked hard and managed to get ahead of the tradesman he
condescented to allow you to complete a case and round and joint a spine.As the rough edges became smoother the rentightenedr tradesmin shared thechores with the apprentice, which usually brokL the monotony of continuousrepetition and made for a happier day.

A lthough this training method may seem to be archaic in todaytsindustrial climate, I have yet to see a better one. perhaps lrm ioo
conservative and I would continue the criticism of todayrs methods only my
soap box just collapsed!

I made the statement at the September meeting that t was largely rself
taughtrt. This may seem strange after what you have just read. What I
should have said is that my thoughts and phitosophy on binding are selftaught. The long development of binding techniques (it is the oldest craftin printing), tended to make learning to bind in a trade a non-thinking
semi automatic process with very little thought needed, or given to it:
You also absorbed, without thinking, the effects and methods of control you
exercised over the operation. The real learning came from mistakes and
trying to cope with the problems generated in the printing operations. The
conversation for most of the day usually revolved around social issues.
Debates on technique were rare. The role played by text books was a minor
one as explanations and instructions were tailored to fit the space
available and concentrated on the basic r howrsr with not too much space
left for the rwhytsr.

I have contended that every step in binding has a valid purpose. You
can rest assured that each step has been time tested, and any not of value
discarded long agp. Occasionally, you do see minor variations based on new
materials and technology. An example of this is adhesive binding. For
people who have absorbed techniques, the next step is to appreciate the
purpose of each operation and the effects it creates. Without this
knowledge your performance will remain static or even be impeded.

For me, the sequence of trade binding is divided into four divisions,
not the usual three - sewing, binding, covering and finishing. For repair/
craft binding you can make another division for taking a book apart and
repairing the leaves, etc. I spent the larger part of my trade binding in
finishing. I consider covering and finishing the least important of the
divisions, and of these two, covering has more practical importance than
finishing. So you can see I have no trade bias even though the finisher
enjoyed a king of the castle reputation.

The reasons for placing more importance on the earlier steps are that
books depend on their restoration, preservation and protection life on the
skills and decisions made in these areas. Finishing plays no part in the
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practical requirements of why leaves need to be bound, other than that of
identification. Margaret Zerner, Rare Book Librarian, State Library of
Queensland, in her recent article in Collectors Annual titled rBound for
Glory', stated rDecoration of the cover is a bonus!. lt is on this part of
a bookrs construction that, quite unfairly, a personrs reputation as a
binder is usually established. An example of this is in French binding
where the recognition is laid directly at the feet of the designer. ln a
lot of French bindings the designer plays no part in the bindingrs
production or in the reproduction of the design, and the people responsible
for the execution of these elements receive little or no recognition.

There is another aspect of learning to bind which, if allowed to
develop, can be reflected in a personrs attitude. As lhave already
mentioned, I was given the opportunity to learn from those wonderful old
binders. However, t had no desire to be a clone of any one of them. They
all had a wealth of experience and skill for me to learn and adopt. Sad to
say there were a few binders very dogmatic about their methods and
inflexible in their attitude. rThat is the way lwas taught and if it is
good enough for me it should be good enough for you!r That kind of
situation has always placed students in an awkward position. My answer to
that kind of problenr was - when in Rome make like the Romans. When you
leave Rome take the best of what you have learnt with you and remember what
you have left behind.

My attitude to achieving a resutt in binding might not have universal
approv6l. To illustrate what I mean - I have watched my share of
demonstrations and tl,ere have been a percentage where I could not duplicate
the method of the demonstrator. For me, it was not a matter of following
the leader but it was a question of trying to find and adapt a method to
suit my manual ability. Provided the result is correct, consistency,
speed, or whatever will come with practice. There will always be a period
of trial and error and sorting yourself out. One of my manual discoveries
is that I am naturally slow. I am aware of people who can achieve the same
resutt quickly and easily. t generally cheer myself up by saying the
enjoyment will last longer if I take my time!

I have often been asked why I havenrt attempted to write a text book.
A good question, as I have written my share of student notes, and one which
I have considered. The conclusion I came to is I am sure I could never
write a formal book, let alone one that would satisfy me. Now that I have
the time to read I am finding that I critically relate what I have read to
my own experiences. I have one comment about text books - | have a
preference to look at well drawn diagrams and photographs to illustrate a

method. Bernard Middleton and Aldren Watsonrs books demonstrate what I

mean and both are excellent. I have never been very successful at reading
instructions from a book, that is why lprefer diagrams and photographs.
They have the advantage of relating to visual demonstrations.

t have thought about video as a method of teaching binding. One
aspect of video is you are denied the hands-on and friendly atmosphere
associated with binding people. I have borrowed Greg Normants video on
rHow to Play Golfr. Sad to say, no improvement after 25 years of trying,
only more admiration and enthusiasm. Perhaps video bookbinding may achieve
the same result.

We discussed a few more topics but lrll save those up for the future.

*******
Keith Turnell
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2. ABOUT A CUT FINGER

I never thought I woutd cut my finger ever again while binding abook. The occupational hazard struck me again after about 30 accident-
free years. What a shattering experience! - especially after the years of
lecturing people on what not to do. After cursing my stupidity, and a week
of changing band-aids on a very sore finger, I contemplated the
circumstances which contributed to the self mutilation. tdeserved it and
by the time you read this, the wound should have healed.

At least, it gives me the excuse to share this experience with you
and, hopef ully, prevent or reduce the risk of accident to the Guild
members. Bookbinders generally use a knife and straight-edge quite often
and it is inevitable that they will cut their fingers a few times until aninbuilt safety mechanism has been developed in their subconscious by way of
painful experience.

My dear friend and teacher Dick Gates had a saying - (A btunt knife is
more likely to cut your finger than a sharp oner. How true! tn my case,the knife had lost its keen edge and I was too lazy to fetch the emery
board for just two sheets of sandpaper. lnow realise that lpaid a
penalty for not having a workplace suitable for bookbinding where tools and
equipment are conveniently at hand. tt would then have been an automatic
reaction for me to sharpen the knife. with a blunt knife, you need to
press a little harder, and that was a contributing factor. I was also
sitting down at our card table on the patio - another contributing factor.
To cut safely you should, where possible, be in a standing position so that
you are closer to, and above, the article being cut. My excuse - the card
table is too low for standing and I am unable to bend my back at an acute
angle for too long.

To cut whilst sitting down, I had to extend my arms and to apply more
pressure to make the cut and also to hold the steel rule. To complete the
scenario for disaster, I was using a 12 inch steel rule which should be
used for measuring and was a little thin when compared to a cutting
straight-edge. That is not to say you canrt use a steel rule, but to
reduce the risk of an accident, a safer approach is needed. The
traditional boot knife, bevelled one side, is the only type of knife to
use. For bookbinding, never sharpen a knife with a bevel on both sides of
the blade, like the local family butcher about to cut rump steak (makes you
wonder how he would adapt to bookbinding).

The flat side of the blade should be used against the rule edge. I

would renrind you that Stanley knife blades and the snap-off type blades are
bevelled both sides, are razor sharp and too dangerous to use in this
operation. Other problems with this type of knife are their thicker
handles and the smalt protruding length of blade. Cutting material in
bookbinding requires you to draw the blade toward you and there is a need
to sight along a reasonable length of blade with your head and body being
slightly to one side of the cutting line. The replaceable blade type of
k nif e tends to make you lose sight of the small blade and this requires
having to view the cutting line at more of a side angle.

To summarise - the correct knife is a boot knife correctly sharpened
and held at a shallow angle to keep more of the blade area against the rule
edge. This will also allow you to use more of the cutting edge of the
btade to slice through the material. Paring leather clearly demonstrates
the quality of this cutting action. lf you position yourself correctly,
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less side pressure is required to keep the blade against the rule edge, and
you will draw the blade more directly towards your body.

To complete the exercise - take as many strokes as necessary to cut
the material comfortably without too much pressure, and pay attention to
what you are doing. lf there are distractions, such as holding a
conversation, stop cutting! By combining all these factors you can
decrease the risk of the knife climbing up the edge of the rule and heading
for you know what!

To help you remember what you have just read, lrve left the gruesomepart till the end. lf you cut your finger in bookbinding, it is one job
you will do rather well and believe me when I say t have had to attend tofar too many people with this debilitating type of inj ury, for t can
promise you a bad cut. The nail, the quick and the stitches will remindyou for a few weeks why your finger hurts. Time will heal your finger andthe painful menory, I hope, will keep you safe for up to the next 30 years!

My sore finger has confirmed that my binding wisdom acquired over theyears is still valid! You canrt bind safely and welt if you are lazy.
This also applies to using the replaceable blade knives. How can you
expect to be able to sharpen a knife properly if you never have to sharpen
one! This will react badly for you when you go to pare that precious piece
of morocco leather . Manual skil I is st ill largely the result of practice
and there are very few exceptions to this. So do not deny yourself the
opportunity to acquire a simple and easily performed skitl very necessary
for bmkbinding. I will conclude by reminding you of something you already
are aware of - the tBinding Bunyipr can deflate your ego with consummate
ease as well as reward the humble with a binding better than the last one!

All for now - Keith Turnell.

*******

T he editor ial committee is very grateful for the flow of articlesIMorocco Boundtr written by Keith Turnell, alias The Retired One. As
above articles go to press, Keith has contributed another article for
next issue.

People are most welcome to contribute articles about their own
experiences of bokbinding, incidences they have seen or read, suggestions,
letters, information required or reports of visits to binding exhibitions
or of binderies well off our beaten tracks. The latter should appeal to
some of our friends on their return from overseas.

*******

for
the
the
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THE SUBJECT OF BOOKS - PART 2

Concluding the tatk given by T.R. Corbett

The Romans also used wax tablets hinged as diptychs and triptychs forwriting tablets; the writing instrument having a stylus on one end while
the other was flat for erasing. These types of writing tablets developedinto the later flat form of book and are a link between the roll and the
codex of the Christian era.

(n codex is a manuscript volume, especialty of the ancient Bibte or
classical texts. )

The flat form of book or codex was further developed with the use ofvellum. The vellum had lines ruled with a btunt tool for writing upon.
The vellum was folded and arranged in units of four - a quaternion t hencethe word quire. Each quire was then stitched through the folds by abinder, called a bibliopegus, the quires being stitched together round
strips of vellum at rightangles to the folds. Wooden boards covered with
roughly cured skins encased the book thus providing sturdy protection. M.
Paul Lacroix in rThe Arts of the Middle Agest wrote: rAs soon as the
ancients had made square books more convenient to read than the rotts,
bookbinding was inventedr.

These books had many advantages over rolls: they were more @nvenient
to handle, the text could be written on both sides of the sheet and they
occupied less shelf space. ln the Fourth Century the codex took over from
the roll except for legal documents and sacred Jewish books, the latter
still being used today in synagogues. Both papyrus and vellum were made up
into leaved books and by the Third Century most papyri containing Christian
writings were in flat form; the non-Christian still being mainly in roll
form. The codex form of book was thus identified with the Christian era.

Codex books were square in shape and resembled our present time quarto
books. However, the codex book was made up in folio format, the sheets
being folded only once. Titles were usually written at the end of the
text. Even as late as the Fifteenth Century, this was still the practice,
but with the date, the writerrs name and other details being added in the
form of a final paragraph called the colophon, which is still used in many
privately printed limited editions.

The early Christian manuscripts were written in the clear hand of the
monks. The scribes collated and copied the works of classical and
religious literature into these manuscripts which were noted for their
unadorned simplicity. These manuscripts were preserved in the monasteries.
It was not until the printing press was ultimately developed that it became
possible for many of these handwritten manuscripts to be reproduced in
greater numbers.

The most notable early monastery, which was the model for later ones,
u/as Monte Cassino in ltaly, founded in A.D. 529. The monastery was rebuilt
after the ravages of the Dark Ages, and rebuilt again after its destruction
during the Second World War.

Books are bound to preserve the sections intact, and to keep them in
order. The early monastic bindings consisted of vellum sections sewn
together onto strips of leather or cords. The strips were laced to wooden
boards which reduced the tendency of the vellum to curl. Metal clasps were
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added to the boards to keep the vellum flat. The back of the book was
covered by pasting on a piece of leather which extended partly onto both
the front and back boards, this being known as rrhalf leather bindingr.
Later, the boards were completely covered with leather - rwhole bindingr.
Subsequently, these flat leather surfaces came to be decorated in various
ways, the process of covering and decorating being called rfinishingr.
Many of the religious volumes were elaborately decorated with precious
metals, inlaid with jewels, carved ivory, etc., and depicted religious
subjects.

The European monasteries in early times were the principal binders of
books. Outside the monasteries, it appeared that no regular practice of
binding was established, the reasons being the scarcity of books and of
royal decrees which forbade anyone outside of monasteries, excepting those
of noble birth, to practice more than one art or craft.

Due to the scarcity of books and of their value, it was customary in
Europe from medieval times up to the end of the Seventeenth Century, to
chain books to shelves and reading desks in libraries and churches. lt
would seem that the loss of books from libraries is not a modern phenomenon
after all! Chained libraries can still be seen in Florence, and in the
United Kingdom at such places as Hereford Cathedral and Wimborne Minster.

F rom the Twelfth to Fifteenth Centuries, the manufacture of paper was
progressing in Europe and, together with the invention of printing with
movable type, the production of books was being revolutionised. The
printing press could do quickly and easily the work that had for centuries
been slowly and laboriously performed by scribes. The printing press also
resulted in stimulation of the binderrs work into an organised craft in
book production. The first dated printing in Europe from movable type was
in 1454, the type being originally hand carved in wood.

The German printer Johann Cutenberg was the first European to print
with movable type cast in moulds. His earliest book was the Mazarin Bible,
an edition of the Latin Vulgate ( 1456) . lt is called the Mazarin Bible
because the first copy noticed by scholars was found in the library of
Cardinal Mazarin ( 1602-61), in Paris. lt is sometimes called the Gutenberg
or the 42-line bible.

William Caxton set up his press at Westminster in 1476. Cavendishrs
English Bible was printed in 1535, the year of the execution of Thomas More
and John Fisher. ln 1549, the first English Book of Common Prayer was
produced.

At about this time, upaste boardr was developed for use in book covers
by pasting layers of paper together to obtain the required thickness.
During the Nineteenth Century, the need for books became so great that hand
binding could no longer cope and machinery was developed which performed
some of those functions. Mechanisation has gradually progressed to the
extent that most production case bound books now use little or no hand
work. The modern plastic glues have revolutionised construction of the
trpaperbacku book and in production of these, paper enters one end of the
machine from a rolt and complete books emerge from the other end at the
rate of thousands per hour.

There is still a place for the hand or craft binder for special books,
but such labour intensive work precludes its wide availability. Recently
in Sydney, and at the other Australian capital cities, one had the
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opportunity to view some fifty exquisite books produced by wortd-renowned
contemporary Designer Bookbinders. Hundreds of hours or work were spent intheir planning, design and construction. lmagine the cost at todayrs
labour charges!

lncluded in the exhibition were a number of very commendable works byseveral Austratian binders, including one by a retired former mernber of thestaff of the State Library of New South Wales.

T. Rowland Corbett

*******

Precious books lie for years in bad repair untit your
friends find out you need something to practice on!

*******

Cutting material to size starts from squaring two edges.

*******

Binding and repairing books requires common sense ....
not brains l

*******

lf you hurry to complete a binding you will surely rmuck
it upx !

*******

You are not r normalr until you have produced a book
upside down, back-to-front... or whatever!

*******

Although books can be found
how many people do not know

care for

in every home, it is surprising
how they are made, and how to
them !

*******
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